


Shakespeare?  Who is he?  A “Talent” pretty

special if after 39 plays, 154 sonnets, two

narrative poems and other unclassified

works written over 400 years ago, we still

remember him, revere him, and

perform his works.  

Did you know, that it was Shakespeare who

invented and popularized many words and

phrases, over 3000 of them that became

entries into the Oxford English Dictionary

including “fashionable”, “lackluster”, “in a

pickle”, and “one fell swoop”?  Well, during

his time, the years between 1592 – 1594,

there was a plague that shut down all the

London Playhouses.  Some coincidence,

right?  His life and background are a bit of

a mystery, but he was as modern as we are,

he is often depicted with a gold hoop

earring in his left ear.    

 

Come and explore his works through

musical and dramatic training with us this

winter semester!  There is so much to learn

from “The Bard”!!

Dance students will showcase their
growth in their APAA classes by

performing excerpts from A Midsummer
Night's Dream and West Side Story
alongside our AXCBT Professional

Dancers.  Musical Theater students will
showcase the progress they made in

their APAA classes by performing scenes
and songs from Something Rotten and

many other Shakespeare-inspired shows
like West Side Story and Kiss Me Kate.
Our Primary students will also have a

role in the Festival!

Dance and Musical Theater students
will work on techniques and material
during their weekly classes and will

attend Festival rehearsals on Sundays
during the session.  Dancers will

rehearse Sundays from 12-2PM and
Musical Theater performers will
rehearse Sundays from 2-4PM. 
There will be no rehearsal fee. 

Space will be limited.

Students must be enrolled in an APAA
core class for the Winter/Spring

session in order to participate in the
Festival.  Students in the AXCBT

Apprentice Program and the Academy on
Stage Theater Group will be cast in

featured roles in the Festival.
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